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a b s t r a c t

Functionally graded composite materials can provide continuously varying properties, which distribution
can vary according to a specific location within the composite. More frequently, functionally graded
materials consider a through thickness variation law, which can be more or less smoother, possessing
however an important characteristic which is the continuous properties variation profiles, which elimi-
nate the abrupt stresses discontinuities found on laminated composites. This study aims to analyze the
transient dynamic behavior of sandwich structures, having a metallic core and functionally graded outer
layers. To this purpose, the properties of the particulate composite metal–ceramic outer layers, are esti-
mated using Mori–Tanaka scheme and the dynamic analyses considers first order and higher order shear
deformation theories implemented though kriging finite element method. The transient dynamic
response of these structures is carried out through Bossak–Newmark method. The illustrative cases pre-
sented in this work, consider the influence of the shape functions interpolation domain, the properties
through-thickness distribution, the influence of considering different materials, aspect ratios and bound-
ary conditions.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In many different areas of knowledge, it is of fundamental
importance not only to obtain an adequate geometric and spatial
representation of the object or structure under study but also to
be able to proceed in a continuous processing pipeline to subse-
quent analyses of its structural performance behavior. Concerning
to the first stage devoted to the geometrical modeling, it is com-
mon to encounter this need closely related to field acquisition of
data, namely by using laser scanning or other optical techniques,
in areas that range from the meteorology, mining, water and other
natural resources to architecture and heritage conservation and
rehabilitation, structural or biomedical engineering. From the
point clouds acquired through the mentioned techniques it is pos-
sible to extract information about the coordinates of each point as
well as the colours associated and in some cases that mainly
depend on the equipment used also other additional characteris-
tics. Concerning to this stage, different researchers have presented
aiming to establish methodologies to a representative modeling of
different types of objects or structures. One of these works is due to
Karbowski [1] which presented a reverse engineering system that
uses geostatistical kriging interpolation method, to process the
points cloud acquired by a coordinate measuring system. The sys-
tem developed enables the comparison of two point’s clouds,
allowing the modification of machining programs for a 3-axis mill-
ing centre and the improvement of the reproducing workpiece.
Also related to the nature of the approximating process and the
nature of the surface it is worth mentioning the study carried out
by Martin and Simpson [2]. These authors analyzed different forms
of kriging computational models to understand if more complex
forms are more accurate and easier to fit than simple forms of kri-
ging models. To this purpose they proceeded to comparisons
between the maximum likelihood estimation, and cross-validation
parameter estimation in order to select kriging model’s parame-
ters. Due to its characteristics, kriging method has also been used
to construct metamodels or surrogate models in various scientific
areas. To illustrate this fact in the structures reliability field, we
can refer the work developed by Kaymaz [3]. In his paper it is
investigated the use of the kriging method for structural reliability
problems by comparing it with the response surface method based
on least square regression. Kriging parameters are also examined
on the basis of the â computation and fitting behavior. The authors
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additionally suggest some points for which the kriging model may
be improved to get better results for structural reliability problems.
As in other contexts and subjects, the appropriateness of kriging
and of any other method based on probabilistic models to repre-
sent spatial data is frequently questioned. A nonstochastic
approach that sometimes is presented as an alternative is the use
of spline functions. Laslett [4] studied the precision of the predic-
tions of these approaches, based on real data. To this effect he
divided data sets into modeling sets and prediction sets. According
to the author, in the cases examined, kriging can outperform
splines by a considerable margin, and it never performs worse than
splines. Splines have also been used to predict or reconstruct sur-
faces and solids, as well as to predict the behavior of structures.
One example of this later usage is due to Loja et al. [5] where opti-
mal configurations of structures modeled with B-splines, were fur-
ther obtained through the use of genetic algorithms optimization
technique. A more recent work focused on the coupled static and
dynamic buckling behavior of thin walled beams using spline func-
tions was presented by Yang et al. [6].

Focusing in the next step of the mentioned pipeline going from
geometrical modeling to structural analyses and characterization
of performance behavior, it remains a significant work to do. In fact
in some scientific areas, these stages are developed usually by differ-
ent applications with limited or inexistent interconnectivities. This
is partially explained by the great volume of data in the reconstruc-
tion of the surfaces and thus on the specialization of the applica-
tions, but also because interdisciplinary approaches need to be
improved. Maintaining our focus on kriging method because of its
potential concerning this link, it is possible to find the first use of kri-
ging functions to enhance the finite element method in the predic-
tion of the structural behavior, by Plengkhom and Kanok-
Nukulchai [7]. On their paper the finite element method adopted
the moving kriging interpolation as a substitute for the traditional
functions, proposing a concept of layered domain of influence. The
possibility to introduce this concept on existing finite element
methods was empathized. Following this approach, Bui and Nguyen
[8] used a meshfree method for free vibration analysis of classical
Kirchhoff’s plates. The deflection of plates is approximated by the
moving Kriging interpolation method. As these functions possess
Kronecker’s delta property, the method reveals to be efficient and
straightforward in imposing the essential boundary conditions,
and no special treatment techniques are required. In another work,
Bui et al. [9] considered the same approach to study the free and
forced vibrations of two-dimensional solids. The governing elasto-
dynamic equations were transformed into a standard weak formu-
lation, and then discretized into a meshfree system of time-
dependent equations, which are solved by the standard implicit
Newmark time integration scheme. Because of its importance, other
authors have studied the dynamic responses of different types of
structures. Focusing on the broad field of structures made of com-
posite materials, we can refer among others, the work developed
by Reddy [10] which studied the transient response of isotropic,
orthotropic and layered anisotropic composite plates modeled with
shear-flexible finite elements. Numerical convergence and stability
of the element was established using Newmark’s direct integration
technique. The parametric effects of the time step, finite element
mesh, lamination scheme and orthotropy on the transient response
were investigated. Also, within this subject Kant et al. [11] and
Nayak et al. [12] presented important works on the characterization
of the dynamic answer of composite laminated structures. More
recently, Neves et al. [13] carried out a study upon functionally
graded shells by using a meshless approach. In their work the anal-
ysis is performed by radial basis functions collocation, according to a
higher-order shear deformation theory that accounts for through-
thickness deformation. The equations of motion and the boundary
conditions are obtained by Carrera’s Unified Formulation resting
upon the principle of virtual work, and further interpolated by col-
location with radial basis functions. Also based on the use of a mesh-
free approach, resulting from the combination of pseudospectral
methods and a collocation method, using radial basis functions,
Roque et al. [14] presented a work dealing with the solution of
time-dependent problems. In that work the transient answer of
functionally graded plates and shells was analyzed by using New-
mark method [15]. On the present work the authors consider the
study of the dynamic behavior of a beam-type structure with a sand-
wich constitution. The average material properties of the sandwich
which outer layers are made of functionally graded materials are
estimated through Mori–Tanaka homogenization scheme [16].
The static and dynamic analyses are carried out using kriging finite
element models that were developed based on Lo et al. [18] dis-
placement field and on the first order shear deformation field. The
dynamic behavior characterization is carried out by using the
method presented in Wood et al. [19] known as Bossak–Newmark
method in the literature. The performance of the models is illus-
trated and characterized through a set of case studies.

2. Kriging based finite element models

Kriging is a form of generalized regression for the formulation
of an optimal estimator, in a similar sense to that corresponding
to the least squares method. This geostatistical technique was first
used for spatial interpolation in mining and geology, by Krige [20]
and it became also an important tool in the more generic field of
surfaces modeling in reverse engineering. The method is based
on the assumption that to closer locations correspond similar data
results, and considering that any unknown node value can be then
interpolated by using neighbor scattered points. In the present
work, the geometrical characteristics as well as the behavior of
the beam-type structure are modeled using kriging. The finite ele-
ment models considered on the present study use shape functions
which were derived from the kriging interpolation technique.

These interpolation functions are adequate to be used within
finite element method as they have the Kronecker delta and con-
sistency properties [7,8] and the adaptation of an existing finite
element code, to be able to use these functions is easily carried
out. In Fig. 1 we illustrate some shape functions associated to the
interpolation domain [�1, . . . ,1], using quadratic and cubic polyno-
mial basis respectively. The curves depicted are a sub-set of the
functions derived and used on this work. As can be observed in
Fig. 1, the functions whose curves are depicted, refer to equally
spaced nodes, however this is not compulsory. Assuming that a
generic function q(x), for instance a degree of freedom, can be
approximated by a linear combination of functions / and the val-
ues assumed by each function in the nodal points pertaining to
the interpolation domain, we can write:

�qðxÞ ¼ /ðxÞ � qðxÞ
/ðxÞ ¼ pTðxÞ � Aþ rTðxÞ � B

ð1Þ

where x denotes the nodal values vector, associated to a sub-
domain considered within a scattered points domain, and matrices
A and B are given as:

A ¼ PT � R�1 � P
� ��1

� PT � R�1

B ¼ R�1ðI � P � AÞ
ð2Þ

Matrices P and R are defined as follows:

P ¼
p1ðx1Þ � � � pMðx1Þ
� � � � � � � � �

p1ðxNÞ � � � pMðxNÞ

264
375; R ¼

Rðx1; x1Þ � � � Rðx1; xNÞ
� � � � � � � � �

RðxN; x1Þ � � � RðxN; xNÞ

264
375
ð3Þ



Fig. 1. Examples of kriging shape functions.
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Fig. 2. Sandwich configuration through-thickness.
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In general, matrix P is a rectangular matrix where M represents the
order of the polynomial basis considered on the study. For instances
if we have the one-dimensional first order polynomial basis
pTðxÞ ¼ 1 x x2

� �
, then we will have M = 2, and for the case of

the second order basis pTðxÞ ¼ 1 x x2 x3
� �

, then we have
M = 3. Concerning to the parameter N, it represents the number of
points in the domain used for the establishment of the shape func-
tion /(x). In the present study, the covariance coefficients R(xi,xj) of
the correlation matrix R, were determined using the Gaussian func-
tion, expð�h:r2

ijÞ, where rij is the Euclidean distance between two
given points.

3. Shear deformation theories

Considering the interest on studying more general situations
where the classical theory restrictions are not adequate to be
adopted, the present work is based on Lo et al. [18] displacement
field (HSDT). So, for the type of structures which are going to be
modeled in this study, the displacement field assumes the follow-
ing expression:

uðx; z; tÞ ¼ u0ðx; tÞ þ z � h0
x ðx; tÞ þ z2 � u0�ðx; tÞ þ z3 � h0�

x ðx; tÞ
wðx; z; tÞ ¼ w0ðx; tÞ þ z � b0ðx; tÞ þ z2 �w0�ðx; tÞ

ð4Þ

where the degrees of freedom u0;w0; h0
x denote the displacements

along the x and z directions and the rotation around the y axis, while
the u0�;w0�;b0; h0�

x represent higher order modes of deformation that
result from the Taylor series expansion of the displacement field. If
one proceeds to the elimination of these higher order terms we
obtain the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) displacement
field that was also implemented in the present work. In the case of
the FSDT model, unlike the HSDT, it is required the use of a shear cor-
rection factor because of its inherent constant distribution shear
strain profile. Each of the models can use a different number of inter-
polation functions, for instance the FSDT model can use a three nodes
or a five nodes domain, considering either linear or quadratic polyno-
mial basis. For the HSDT model, which can consider either quadratic
or cubic polynomial basis, one can vary to the three or four nodes
domain to a five or six nodes interpolation domain

4. Functionally graded material properties

For a generic sandwich beam with a metallic core and outer
faces made of a functionally graded material, where the properties
are assumed to depend on the thickness coordinate z following an
exponent power law, the distribution of metal volume fraction can
be written as:

VmðzÞ ¼

z�zinf
z1�zinf

� �p inf
; z 2 ½zinf ; z1�

1; z 2 ½z1; z2�
z�zsup

z2�zsup

� �p sup
; z 2 ½z2; zsup�

8>>><>>>: ð5Þ
where zinf and zsup hinf are the coordinates of the lower and upper
outer surfaces of the sandwich and z1 and z2 are respectively the
coordinates associated to the interfaces between the inferior layer
and the core, and between the core and the superior layer, as can
be observed in Fig. 2.The effective composite properties are calcu-
lated using Mori–Tanaka estimate [16], and considering the previ-
ously referred metal volume fraction distribution. This approach
approximates the interaction between phases, assuming the stress
in each phase equals the stress in a singular inclusion within the
embedding matrix, submitted to a mean strain field applied to that
matrix. The effective properties can thus be obtained by solving the
equations:

Eeff ¼
9KG

3K þ G
; meff ¼

3K � 2G
2ð3K þ GÞ ; Geff ¼

Eeff

2ð1þ meff Þ
ð6Þ

where the bulk modulus (K) and shear modulus (G) are obtained as:

K � Km

Kc � Km
¼ Vc 1þ Vm

Kc � Km

Km þ 4
3 Gm

 ! !,
;

G� Gm

Gc � Gm
¼ Vc 1þ Vm

Gc � Gm

Gm þ Gmð9Kmþ8GmÞ
6 Kmþ2Gmð Þ

 ! !,
ð7Þ

Km ¼ Em=3ð1� 2mmÞ; Kc ¼ Ec=3ð1� 2mcÞ;
Gm ¼ Em=2ð1þ 2mmÞ; Gc ¼ Ec=2ð1þ 2mcÞ

The effective specific mass distribution is determined by using the
Voigt mixtures law, which is generically expressed as:

Peff ¼ PmVm þ PcVc; Vc ¼ 1� Vm ð8Þ

This rule of mixtures states that the effective material property Peff,
for instance the density, is associated to a generic thickness coordi-
nate z and depends on the corresponding metal and ceramic prop-
erties Pm and Pc weighted by the corresponding volume fractions Vm

and Vc.

5. Transient dynamic analysis

The equations of motion for a linear structural dynamic prob-
lem using the finite element method can be written as in Reddy
[17]:

M€uðtÞ þ C _uðtÞ þ KuðtÞ ¼ FðtÞ ð9Þ

where M, C and K are respectively the mass, damping and stiffness
matrices of the structure, and F represents the vector of the applied
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loads. The displacement vector u is a function of time, and its first
and second time derivatives are represented by superposing dots
notation on u.

The numerical method used in the present work to integrate the
equations of motion is due to Bossak–Newmark method [19]
which is an extension of Newmark method [15]. The main reason
to use this method is related to the fact that it considers accelera-
tion, velocity and displacement vectors at only two time levels,
also providing a positive artificial damping of higher modes and
a good phase following when compared to the very often used
Newmark method.

This artificial damping of higher modes can be an important
issue when the number of degrees of freedom and thus the natural
frequencies, is high. However many of those modes, some of them
related to the nature of the discretization assumed, can be
neglected because they are not that representative of the real
dynamic behavior of the structure. Thus it is considered to be ade-
quate to introduce some artificial numerical damping to remove
the participation of high frequency components. In Bossak–New-
mark method, the equations of motion can be re-written as an
equation system constituted as follows:bK kþ1ukþ1 ¼ bF kþ1bK kþ1 ¼ K þ b1M þ b2CbF kþ1 ¼ Fkþ1 þMðb1uk þ b3 _uk þ b4€ukÞ þ Cðb2uk þ b5 _uk þ b6€ukÞ

ð10Þ

where K̂kþ1 and F̂kþ1 denote respectively the effective stiffness and
the effective load vector at instant k + 1, and the bi, (i = 1, . . . ,6)
parameters are given as:

b1 ¼
1� aB

bBDt2 ; b2 ¼
cB

bBDt
; b3 ¼

1� aB

bBDt
;

b4 ¼
1

2bB
� aB

2bB
� 1; b5 ¼

cB

bB
� 1; b6 ¼

cB

bB
� 2 ð11Þ

The solution of the system yields the vector uk+1 and the corre-
sponding velocities and accelerations are updated as:

€ukþ1 ¼
1

bBDt2 ðukþ1 � ukÞ �
1

bBDt
_uk �

1
2bB
� 1

� �
€uk

_ukþ1 ¼ _uk þ Dtð1� cBÞ€uk þ DtcB€ukþ1

ð12Þ

Stability conditions are satisfied when aB 6 0:5, bB P cB P 0:25,
aB þ cB P 0:25. If we consider aB = 0 then Bossak–Newmark method
reduces to Newmark method with bB = b, cB = c Newmark parame-
ters. Both approaches were used on the present work.

6. Numerical applications

The studies here presented consider a sandwich beam rectangu-
lar transverse section, with an aluminum (Al) core and outer layers
made of a ceramic–metal mixture reaching at the outer surfaces, a
ceramic-rich silicon carbide (SiC), zirconia (ZrO2) or alumina
(Al2O3) composition, according to Eq. (6) and observable in
Fig. 2. The properties of these materials used in this study are pre-
sented in Table 1.

where E, m, q stands for the Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio
and density. The thickness of each inferior and superior layer is
Table 1
Material properties.

Material E (GPa) m q (kg/m3)

Aluminum (Al) 70 0.3 2702
Zirconia (ZrO2) 200 0.3 5700
Silicon carbide (SiC) 420 0.3 3100
Alumina (Al2O3) 380 0.3 3800
equal to 0.01 m and the core thickness is equal to 0.02 m, being
considered different length to thickness ratios. The analyses car-
ried out and illustrated in the present work, intend to characterize
the influence on the structure dynamic response, of parameters
such as: the shear deformation theory, the interpolating functions
and its relation to the interpolation domain, the aspect ratio L/h
(length/total thickness), the material properties distributions as
well as the usage of different materials, and also the numerical
method used to carry out the numerical integration of the equa-
tions of motion in a dynamic context.

6.1. Case 1: convergence characteristics of models

The first case considers a sandwich strip which outer layers are
constituted of a combination of aluminium and silicon carbide,
according to the metal volume fraction distribution mentioned in
Section 4.

In this case we use Voigt rule of mixtures to determine the
sandwich properties. Concerning to the value of the exponent
power law, it is used the case p = 6, and a shear correction factor
of 5/6. The strip has a length to thickness ratio of ten, it is clamped
on both ends and it is submitted to a uniform distributed loading
q0 = 104 N/m. The convergence patterns obtained for the different
models are depicted on Fig. 3, where the models are identified by
a scheme sequence ‘‘XXXX YZ’’.

The first four characters ‘‘XXXX’’ represent the shear deforma-
tion theory used, the fifth ‘‘Y’’ stands for the order of the polyno-
mial basis (L for linear, Q for quadratic, C for cubic) and the last
character ‘‘Z’’ indicates the number of shape functions in the inter-
polation domain. Considering the FSDT models, the L3 one is the
model that presents a greater discrepancy for coarse meshes, a
similar conclusion can be drawn related to the HSDT Q3. This situ-
ation can be minimized if maintaining however the polynomial
basis order, we increase the number of the interpolating functions
used within the domain (FSDT L5 and HSDT Q5 respectively) which
is an expected trend. If however higher order polynomial basis are
considered, it is also possible to see that moderately refined
meshes can give satisfactory results. This is the case for instance
of FSDT Q3 and Q5 and also of HSDT Q5, C4 and C6, neglecting
the differences associated to the theory used.

For comparison purposes, the solution obtained for this case,
using B-spline strip finite elements [5] is 3.182E�7 m and
3.290E�7 m respectively for the 4LFSDT6 and 4CFSDT6 models.
In this simulation, ten sections were considered. As can be seen
in more detail, in Loja et al. [5], both models, 4LFSDT6 and
4CFSDT6, are based on first order shear deformation theory and
implemented through two nodal line’s strips, where the first con-
siders linear B-spline functions and the second model uses cubic
B-spline functions in the longitudinal direction.
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Fig. 3. Convergence of kriging finite element models implemented.



Table 3
Strip maximum deflections for HSDT models.

L/h Maximum deflections (m)

FEM [21] HSDT Q3 HSDT Q5 HSDT C4 HSDT C6

5 6.023e�8 5.392E�8 5.416E�8 5.417E�8 5.418E�8
10 4.822e�7 4.703E�7 4.754E�7 4.751E�7 4.761E�7

Fig. 4. Dynamic response of thin beam.

Table 4
Strip maximum deflections and fundamental frequencies.

p Maximum deflection (m) Fundamental frequency (Hz)

SiC ZrO2 Al2O3 SiC ZrO2 Al2O3

0 1.549E�6 1395.651
0.1 1.349E�6 1.412E�6 1.356E�6 1490.403 1425.866 1477.957
0.5 8.634E�7 1.081E�6 8.877E�7 1845.977 1533.597 1783.151
1 6.232E�7 9.042E�7 6.542E�7 2159.328 1614.379 2044.326
2 4.646E�7 7.725E�7 4.975E�7 2485.739 1686.295 2308.658
5 3.665E�7 6.800E�7 3.988E�7 2782.475 1739.573 2540.992

10 3.366E�7 6.492E�7 3.683E�7 2895.870 1755.284 2626.810
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6.2. Case 2: deflection of clamped–clamped sandwich strip

This second study considers the same sandwich strip, and com-
pares the results obtained with the different models implemented
in the present work with alternative ones. The maximum deflec-
tions predicted by the FSDT models, can be observed in Table 2
where they are also compared with an FSDT based analytical solu-
tion [21] for different values of length–thickness ratios and shear
correction factors (k). A discretization in twelve elements was
used.

From this table it is possible to conclude that the results
obtained with the FSDT kriging finite element models present a fair
agreement with the analytical results although less conservative.
Concerning to the present HSDT models, they present a more flex-
ible behavior, as expected, and the maximum deflections obtained
can be observed in Table 3.

In this case, for comparison purposes, the 3D solutions obtained
by Nguyen et al. [21] using five discrete layers are also included.
The implemented HSDT models are equivalent single layer based,
so the deviations obtained could be expected, with a particular sig-
nificance to the thick beam.

6.3. Case 3: dynamic response of clamped–clamped thin beam

A thin isotropic beam (L/h = 100) clamped at both ends is now
considered. This beam is subjected to an initial deflection,
expressed as, w(x,0) = sin(px) � px(1 � x). The beam has a unit
length and a rectangular cross section and it obeys to the following
relations: EI = 1.0 and qA = 1.0 (where E stands for Young’s modu-
lus, I for the second moment of area, q for the density and A for the
cross section area).

Accordingly we get GAk = 4EI/h2 where G is the shear modulus
and k the shear correction factor. In the present case it is consid-
ered k = 5/6 and m = 0.25. The transient response obtained by [17]
using a first order shear deformation model and the transverse dis-
placement distributions obtained through some of the present
FSDT models, can be observed on Fig. 4.

From the curves depicted on this figure it is possible to conclude
from a fair agreement among the present FSDT Q3 and Q5 models
and Reddy solution, which considered symmetry and has used two
quadratic beam elements, referenced as 4Q.

6.4. Case 4: influence of different ceramic materials and material
distribution

To characterize the influence of the functionally graded mix-
tures metal–ceramic in the outer layers as well as its distribution,
a set of situations was analyzed using FSDT Q5 model. The aspect
ratio of a clamped–clamped sandwich strip was to 10 (L/h). The
maximum deflections and the fundamental frequencies obtained
can be observed in Table 4.

The value of the power law exponent (p) which rules the mate-
rial distribution through the thickness shows to have an important
influence on both the quantities analyzed. As this parameter
increases, the maximum deflections decrease and the fundamental
frequencies also increase. This is an expected behavior. Also we can
Table 2
Strip maximum deflections for FSDT models.

L/h k Maximum deflections (m)

Analytical [21] FSDT L3

5 1 3.124E�8 3.323E�8
5/6 3.420E�8 3.642E�8

10 1 3.227E�7 3.401E�7
5/6 3.345E�7 3.529E�7
confirm that functionally graded layers incorporating silicon car-
bide (SiC) provide a stiffer structure. The use of zirconia (ZrO2)
yields the less stiff configuration and thus we can find on these
sandwiches the maximum deflections and the lower fundamental
frequencies for any value of p.

If we consider not only the influence of the exponent value but
additionally the L/h ratio, then it is possible to obtain curves such
as the two presented in Fig. 5, which illustrates two different mate-
rial gradations.

Resulting from these curves, one can also conclude that the
influence of the exponent value is greater and with a greater extent
when we have a thicker beam, in comparison to the beam possess-
ing a higher L/h ratio. To further analyse the dynamic behavior of
FSDT L5 FSDT Q3 FSDT Q5 4CFSDT6

3.344E�8 3.344E�8 3.344E�8
3.663E�8 3.664E�8 3.664E�8 3.232E�8
3.433E�7 3.435E�7 3.435E�7
3.561E�7 3.563E�7 3.563E�7 3.290E�7
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Fig. 5. Influence of p and L/h on fundamental frequencies.

Fig. 6. Effect of power law exponent p, on transient dynamic deflection.

Fig. 7. Effect of material properties on transient dynamic deflection.

Fig. 8. Influence of shear deformatio

Table 5
Influence of the shear deformation theory on fundamental frequencies (Hz).

p FSDT Q5 HSDT Q5

CC SS CF CC SS CF

0 4623.684 2478.655 918.000 4409.973 2269.271 839.005
0.1 4805.436 2636.684 981.104 4656.405 2433.325 902.509
0.5 5385.410 3201.447 1212.956 5460.423 3013.173 1131.484
1 5893.068 3681.680 1413.176 6041.777 3480.733 1321.846
2 6324.381 4137.350 1609.740 6572.092 3929.963 1508.963
5 6949.896 4596.301 1794.479 7097.935 4324.676 1671.579

10 7265.147 4786.708 1866.582 7387.231 4489.229 1734.579

Table 6
Fundamental frequencies (Hz) for cubic higher order models.

p HSDT C4 HSDT C6

CC SS CF CC SS CF

0 4410.054 2269.259 839.045 4409.156 2269.259 838.898
0.1 4656.434 2433.312 902.547 4655.626 2433.312 902.403
0.5 5460.335 3013.160 1131.529 5459.576 3013.160 1131.355
1 6041.603 3480.719 1321.911 6040.702 3480.719 1321.678
2 6571.812 3929.848 1509.060 6570.689 3929.848 1508.736
5 7097.567 4324.659 1671.716 7096.272 4324.659 1671.287

10 7386.872 4489.211 1734.734 7385.522 4489.211 1734.263
100 7777.585 4661.292 1794.020 7776.157 4661.292 1793.521
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these strips, a time step of 10�7 s was used. This value is also con-
sidered in next cases. For a SiC–Al clamped–clamped strip submit-
ted to a 103 N step load in the first time period, and studied with
the FSDT Q5 model, the answer obtained during 200 time steps
is represented in Fig. 5.

In this case, we have considered aB = 0, thus Newmark method
was used in practice. Again the value of the exponent in the mate-
rial distribution law reveals to have a significant influence. The sit-
uation that corresponds to a full-metal strip (p = 0) is denoted by
higher transverse displacements along all the time considered. As
the exponent value increases this displacement becomes smaller
and the period also gets shorter.

The effect of considering different materials is also reflected on
the transient dynamic answer, as can be seen in Fig. 6, where dif-
ferent sandwich strips were considered.

In any of the cases shown in this figure, an exponent value p = 1
was used. Confirming the results previously obtained concerning
n theory on dynamic response.



Fig. 9. Comparison between Newmark and Bossak–Newmark results aB = 0.

Fig. 10. Time history of higher order models.

Table 7
Computational time ratios among implemented models.

Computational time ratios

Ref. model FSDT HSDT

L3 L5 Q3 Q5 Q3 Q5 C4 C6

L3 1 6.67 1.02 7.27 3.27 32.91 13.06 68.09
Q3 – – – – 1 10.06 3.99 20.81
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to the static and free vibration analyses, it is clear on this figure the
less stiff character of the ZrO2–Al sandwich structure and the stif-
fer structures obtained using alumina and silicon carbide (see
Fig. 7).

6.5. Case 5: influence of shear deformation theories on the dynamic
response

To enable a study on the influence of the shear deformation the-
ory, without the cross-effect of using different shape functions,
which is sometimes the case, we have considered FSDT Q5 and
HSDT Q5, which are based on the same shape functions within
the interpolation domain. In this study an L/h ratio of 5 was
adopted, and the silicon carbide sandwich was selected.

From this table it is possible to say that the use of first order
shear deformation theory overpredicts the frequencies, when com-
pared to the HSDT previsions. This is clearly seen in the results
obtained for different boundary conditions and confirms the usual
trend when using other approaches.

The transient dynamic response due to a similar step load at the
initial period of time can be observed in Fig. 8 for two different val-
ues of p.

From the curves obtained, it is again visible the flattening effect
of increasing the value of the p exponent. Also the HSDT provides
visibly higher transverse deflections when compared to the FSDT
model, for this thick sandwich beam.

Considering the use of cubic polynomial basis in the context of
the higher order shear deformation theory, it is also relevant to
deep the understanding about the results obtained if the number
of shape function in the interpolation domain is greater or not,
and the differences between them. To this purpose, Table 6 pre-
sents a comparison between HSDT C4 and HSDT C6 for different
boundary conditions and values of the p exponent.

As can be observed in this table there exist some relative devi-
ations that go from 0.014% to 0.028% which can be understood as
negligible for this situation, and the option for a specific element
in this case the HSDT C4 could be reinforced by its less expensive
characteristics. A similar reasoning can be extended to the HSDT
Q5, in Table 5.
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6.6. Case 6: influence of alpha value on the transient dynamic response

To enable the artificial damping of the higher modes effects it is
necessary, to consider a non-zero value for aB, that is inferior or
equal to ½ to guarantee that the unconditional stability of the
method is not violated. In the present case, where a simply sup-
ported SiC–Al sandwich was analyzed, different combinations of
p exponent and aB were studied. In Fig. 9, we can observe the
curves corresponding to three FGM beams, with respectively
p = 0 (full metal), p = 5 and p = 10. For these cases, modeled with
HSDT C6, we compare Newmark (aB = 0) and Bossak–Newmark
solutions (in this case aB = �1).

For each beam considered, we can observe deviations between
the maximum displacements within the time interval depending
on the method applied. In fact if Bossak–Newmark method is used
the corresponding maximum deflections are greater than the ones
obtained using Newmark method. This is an expected pattern, tak-
ing into account the methods framework.

In Fig. 10 we can observe for the cubic HSDT kriging models, the
deflections time history for different values of aB.

From these curves, we can conclude that as already mentioned,
the C4 model has a more conservative behavior. Additionally and
concerning to the influence of the aB parameter, it is possible to
conclude that the deviations between the solutions obtained when
we use the values �1 or �0.1 can be considered to be not signifi-
cant. Again it is visible a similar deviation pattern when we com-
pare the Newmark solution with the Bossak–Newmark solution.

As a final remark concerning to the computational cost, it is
possible to say that as expected, the higher order models are gener-
ically more expensive. To illustrate this, and taking as reference the
cheaper element in each shear deformation theory (FSDT L3 and
HSDT Q3 respectively) we present in Table 7 the corresponding
computational time ratios.

Concerning to a specific shear deformation theory, as the num-
ber of interpolation functions used within the element domain,
increase, the computational time also becomes higher. Addition-
ally, in the case of the first order models, it can be observed the
influence on the degree of the polynomial basis used.

7. Conclusions

The authors studied the dynamic behavior of a beam-type sand-
wich structure submitted to different material’s graded distribu-
tions and boundary conditions. To this purpose, a package of
models was developed based on first shear deformation theory
and on Lo et al. higher order shear deformation theory. These mod-
els were implemented by using kriging functions based on differ-
ent polynomial basis for each theory. The development of the
shape functions is based on the Gaussian correlations that are
established using Euclidean distances among the nodal points con-
sidered, and do not oblige these points to be equidistant, thus
enabling a more flexible implementation. Also, the possibility to
use these functions within an existing finite element code is a
straightforward task which is an important issue considering the
possibility to adequate pre-existing codes.

The average properties of the sandwich were determined using
Mori–Tanaka or Voigt homogenization schemes. The dynamic
behavior characterization of the sandwich functionally graded
beams was carried out using Bossak–Newmark method and also
by using Newmark method. The results obtained from these two
methods are in accordance to the expected, where higher values
of displacements are achieved when using Bossak–Newmark.
Globally from the tests carried out it is possible to say that the kri-
ging models implemented provide an overall good performance,
being a promising approach.
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